In Art we will:


Look at artist Tony Plant’s transient art



Make large-scale pictures using transient art
materials and photograph their work



Look at stormy sea paintings by professional
artists



Paint draw, use pastels/mixed media to make
pictures of the sea

In P.E. we will:


Develop fundamental movement skills through
body awareness

In Music we will:


Learn new songs related to the sea

Spring Term


Learn vocal warm up activities

(End of 1st half term

The next four weeks we will be using the topic
‘To The Rescue’ as a basis for our work in class.
This unit is part of the Cornwall

In R.E. we will:


the life and teachings of Jesus.

‘Inspire Curriculum’.


In English we will:


Learn some poems and rhymes about the sea



Write poems of our own



Listen to and join in with stories and songs about



Explore the Sabbath day in the multi-faith element

Learn relevant vocabulary and language (e.g.
making and taking calls to emergency
ser-

In History we will:

vices)



Learn the story of Grace Darling



Talk about differences between then and now,

In Maths we will:


Have opportunities provided to help pupils understand how they can get ready for Easter by
changing.

lighthouses and rescues at sea


Explore the basic meaning of Lent and link it to

learning and practising everyday historical terms

Name, recognise and know the properties of 3D
shapes (cube, cuboid, cone, cylinder, sphere, and



keeping safe at sea

pyramid); order and name the days of the week
and months of the year;

recognise and name

Understand the background of sea rescue and



Discuss charitable work of RNLI

the seasons


Count on and back in 10s, 5s and 2s; estimate a

In Computing we will:

number of objects within a range and count by



RNLI do

grouping into 5s or 10s


Recognise odd and even numbers; find half,
quarter and three quarters of shapes

Create a poster to advertise the good work the



Learn new ICT skills including copy and paste,
searching the internet for pictures and
formatting font

